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Experimental Determination of the Mooney-Rivlin
Constant for Natural Rubber Vulcanisates

D.S. CAMPBELL*, A.V. CHAPMAN*, I.R. GOODCHILD*
AND W.S. FULTON*

The Mooney-Rivlin elastic constant, C,, is used as a measure of the physically effective
crosslink density in an elastic network and has been related to the chemical crosslink density
of natural rubber vulcanisates via the Moore-Mullins-Watson calibration. The constant is
derived from measurement of force in simple extension and has, in the past, involved
experimental determination of an initial length of the sample. An alternative approach of
using an empirical fitting procedure for the assignment of initial length is described and is
shown to be applicable to Mooney-Rivlin analysis of stress-strain data obtained from an
automated tensile testing machine.

A central part of the examination of
relationships between the chemistry of
vulcanisation processes and the physical
behaviour of the resultant elastic networks
has been the development of procedures for
estimating the numbers of crosslinks present
in a network. One of the earliest exercises of
this sort was the attempt by Gee1 to relate
the amount of combined sulphur in a
network to the load supported by the
network at some fixed extension. The
correlation was attempted via Mc> as
defined by the equation

/= pRTfMfl.-*.-*) -1

where / is the extension force
p is the sample density
R is the gas constant
T is the absolute temperature
X is the extension ratio.

The equation was derived from the statistical
theory of rubber elasticity as presented by
Wall2. Mc was seen as the molecular weight
(now more fully described as the number-
average molecular weight) of the network
chain segments between successive cross-

link points. Our present knowledge of
the chemical complexity of the sulphur
vulcanisation of natural rubber3'4 amply
demonstrates why combined sulphur is
an inadequate measure of the chemical
character of vulcanisate networks. Equally,
the physical interpretation of the elastic
behaviour of networks has received much
elaboration5-6. The prospects of obtaining a
theoretically rigorous procedure for relating
chemical constitution to elastic performance
show signs of diminishing with time rather
than the reverse, particularly in the light of
the increasingly elaborate representations of
random coil behaviour for long-chain
molecules7'8.

Within this apparent divergence of
chemical detail and physical description,
different research groups have adopted
different approximations of physical theory
during their investigations of properties in
relation to chemical crosslinking. One of
these approximations is the use of the
Mooney-Rivlin equation to evaluate an
elastic constant, C,, in simple extension:

/- = 2Ao (X - X-2 )(C, + C2/X-]) ...2
L is the load on the sample, Ao is the initial
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cross-sectional area and 2C} is equated to
the quantity pRTjMc of the simple statistical
theory. The equation has found particular
favour in work on unfilled natural rubber
vulcanisates because these materials
conform quite closely to the relationship
over a useful wide range of crosslink
densities for sulphur and non-sulphur
vulcanisation systems in both the dry
and swollen states. Treloar5 discusses at
some length the legitimacy of equating the
Mooney-Rivlin constant, 2C,, to pRT/M^.
Rivlin and Saunders9 point out, on the basis
of the analysis of strain energy functions for
several different modes of deformation, that
the behaviour in simple extension appears to
be anomalous and that the Mooney-Rivlin
'constant1 C2 should, more correctly, be a
function of the extension ratio. Nevertheless,
Gumbrell et al.10 suggest that the adoption
of C, as a measure of Mc and the assignment
of all deviations from ideal elastic behaviour
to C2 is a reasonable practical expedient.
Although this suggestion is made explicitly
for the linear extension of samples which
have been swollen to some extent, the same
publication demonstrates (at least for one
particular vulcanisate swollen in benzene)
that C, measured in the dry state does not
differ greatly from that measured in a
swollen state.

For practical purposes, in work which is
primarily concerned with the use of the C,
constant in interpreting network structure,
there is considerable attraction in using
measurements in simple extension on dry
samples. Saville and Watson4 suggested the
use of relaxed modulus at two modest
extensions (e.g. MR 50 and MR 100) as a
means of rapidly assessing the constants C,
and C2, but better precision is obtained if
load measurements are made at a greater
number of extensions. Greensmith and
O' Dwyeri! simplified the experimentation
for multi-point measurement by designing
an apparatus which extended the sample in
constant increments of X~' and allowed
considerable precision in the determination
of the initial and extended sample lengths,

but the measurement is labour-intensive and
time consuming.

The automatic generation of force-
extension information during continuous
extension is now routine in testing labor-
atories and there is considerable incentive to
apply such measurements to evaluation of
the Mooney-Rivlin constants. One of the
main concerns in the use of such equipment
lies in the ability to determine the effective
initial length of the sample with the accuracy
required for generation of the Mooney-
Rivlin form of results.

This paper seeks to justify the postulate
that the effective initial length can be
evaluated by an iterative best fit procedure.
In the first instance, the procedure will
be assessed using conventional step-wise
extension experiments. The approach will
then be applied to force-extension data from
continuous extension experiments on an
automated tensile testing machine. There is
no intention to extend or improve the
interpretation of the constant C,, or to
elaborate on the procedures for obtaining
physical and chemical crosslink densities for
the networks4'5.

EXPERIMENTAL

Rubber mixes were prepared on two-roll
mills and vulcanisate sheets (1 mm or
2 mm thick) were prepared in steam-heated
hydraulic presses. The vulcanisation recipes
are summarised in Table 1. Rubber grade,
sulphur-accelerator ratio, curative level and
cure time were all varied.

Stress-strain data were obtained using an
Instron 6021 programmable testing machine
for automated measurements and the Green-
smith extension apparatus for manual
measurement. The Greensmith apparatus
has not been fully described. The equipment
consists of a fixed lower clamp mounted on
a leaf-spring platform which is constrained
to move against an electrical contact. The
vertical displacement is <0.05 mm. The
upwards force of the extended sample is
balanced against weights suspended from
the platform. The upper sample clamp is
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TABLE 1 VLLCANISATION RECIPES

Compound

RSS 3
SMR 10
SMR 10CV
Zinc oxide

Lauric acid
Steanc acid
Sulphur
CBSa

IPPDb

Cure temp
CO

Cure time"
(mm)

CBS 1 CBS 2 CBS 3

100 100

-
50 50
07 1 0
-

25 1 5

06 1 5
-

140 140

- Variable -

100

-
50
10

-
04

60
-

140

Sample (parts by weight)

64 1 64 2 64 3 64 4

100

30

-
20
1 4

034

10
150

168

100

30

-
20
1 8

044
10
150

1 5 3

100
-
30

-
20
2 2
053
10
150

148

100
-

30

20
2 6
063
10
150

148

65 1

-

100
30

20
1 4

034
1 0

150

208

652

100
30
-

20
18

044

10
150

205

65 3

-

100
30
-

20
2 2

053
1 0
150

196

654

-

100
30
-

20
2 6
063
10
150
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dN-cyclohexyl benzothiazole-2-sulphenamide
N-isopropyl-N'phenyl-p_-phenylenediamine

cCure times for series 64 and series 65 vulcamsates were (95 as determined on a Monsanto rheometer

mounted on a movable slide which is raised
in accurately determined increments of
K ' approximately equal to 0 05 Over-
extension at each station is avoided by
using a shallow wedged pm to engage
machined slots in the slide Sample
extension is in a series of rapid steps with a
fixed relaxation time between each step
Experience has shown that a time interval
of 3 mm is an acceptable compromise
between measurement precision and overall
time-scale for the experiment. In addition to
the mam stations, a set of closely spaced
stations m the range 1< K ' > 0 95 provide
stress data in the region where Hookean
behaviour is expected The data are used to
determine the unstrained length of the
sample Two machines having different
nominal initial test lengths (100 mm and
80 mm) were used in the course of the work

Test samples were cut from vulcamsate
sheets with sharp dies to give either parallel-

sided strips (3 mm wide) or dumb-bells
with parallel-sided centre sections (3 8 mm
wide) and rectangular clamping tabs
(12 mm x 12 mm) The dumb-bell test
pieces were used only m preliminary work
with the automated tester Ambient
temperature was recorded at the time of
testing and results were corrected to 25°C

The fitting procedure for initial length (ln)
involved selection of the limit of sample
extension to which a Mooney-Rivlm fit was
to be made (usually X ' = 0 55 or 0 50),
selection of a starting value for lt> which was
lower than the expected best-fit value and
repeated evaluation of the Mooney-Rivlm
relationship for increments of lt> until the
first minimum in the sum of the squares of
the residuals was identified. The intercept
and slope for this minimum condition were
taken as the best values of the Mooney-
Rivlm constants C, and C, A computer
programme was written for the calculation
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Iteration Procedure for Determination of
Initial Length

ofThe effect of a total uncertainty
0.625% in the initial sample length, lo, on
the Mooney-Rivlm presentation of data is
illustrated in Figure 1. The Mooney-Rivlin
expression becomes indeterminate at zero
extension and is excessively sensitive to the
assigned lt/ value at X ' values greater than
0.95. C, constants are normally derived from
measurements in the range 0.95>X~ ! >0.5,

the lower limit being dependent on the
network structure and the point at which
effects of finite extensibility of the polymer
chains become significant. Over this range,
the precision in the determination of lo must
be of the order of 0.1% to obtain optimum
linearity.

The required precision represents 0.1 mm
in a sample length of 100 mm, and is not
unduly rigorous in terms of the simple
mechanical calibration of machine dimen-
sions. However, an additional factor which
contributes to the assignment of a true lo for

3.5 r

3.0

2.5
CN,

iir

2.0

High 1

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 1. Variation of the Mooney-Rivlm plot jor Sample CBS 1:60 for a total variation of
0.625% in the initial length value used to calculate A. '.
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the sample is the distortion of the parallel
strip geometry in the region of the sample
grips under the pressure required to hold the
sample secure at high extensions. This
distortion may extend as much as 0.5 mm
at each grip and results in a region whose
precise behaviour during the extension
process is not well defined and whose
contribution to the effective initial length
of the sample is not readily determined by
measurement. Under these circumstances, a
very careful determination of the sample
dimension at which the extending force
departs from zero may not represent the
best assessment of effective la over the whole
extension regime.

There has been some discussion12-13-14 of
the detailed elastic behaviour of elastic
networks at very small strains which
suggest that observed anomalies may be
real rather than artefacts of experimental
error. However, the anomalies appear to
arise at strains < 10~3, i.e. well below the
normal range of strains used in determina-
tion of Mooney-Rivlin constants. We there-
fore regard the adoption of a 'best fit' initial
length as being a legitimate means of
overcoming the errors arising from the
distortion at the clamps.

Table 2 compares the Mooney-Rivlin
constants for three series of sulphur vul-
canisates of natural rubber. One set of
experimental stress-strain data was ob-
tained for each sample on a Greensmith
apparatus with a nominal initial test length
of 80 mm. The Mooney-Rivlin constants
were obtained:
a) by visual fitting of a straight line to the

Mooney-Rivlin curve using the
experimentally determined initial
length

b) by a least squares fit to the best linear
section of the curve using the ex-
perimental initial length

c) by a least squares fit to the best linear
section of the curve using an iteration
procedure for lo to maximise the
linearity.

Mooney-Rivlin curves for four representa-
tive samples are presented in Figure 2.

In all instances, procedures b) and c), give
agreement to within 1.6% for the constant
C,. For both procedures, the correlation
coefficient, r, is generally close to or better
than 0.999 and the effect of adjusting the
initial length is to retain this level of fit
back through Stations 3, 2 and 1 (X"1 = 0.85,
0.90 and 0.95 respectively) of the stress-
strain analysis. The values of the constant
C, obtained by procedure a) show some-
what greater variation from the mean of
procedures b) and c). This can be ascribed to
varying subjective compensation for the
curvatures at either end of the curve
generated from the experimentally deter-
mined initial length.

With the exception of sample CBS 2/20,
the best fit values of lo are consistently
higher than the experimentally determined
values. The trend may represent a tendency
for 'pull-through1 of test material as
extension increases. This must be differen-
tiated from gross sample slippage at high
extensions which can occur if the clamping
force is inadequate.

A feature of all the Mooney-Rivlin plots
for the samples of Table 2 is a slight dip at
Station 5, irrespective of the initial length
used to generate the plot. The cause was,
at one time, thought to be a machine
calibration error but similar, less pro-
nounced deviation has been observed on a
separate machine using a nominal sample
length of 100 mm. We are of the opinion
that the effect is a further manifestation of
the sample distortion at the clamps and of
changes in this distortion as the sample is
extended.

Given that the experimental determination
of the initial sample length can be circum-
vented, the use of a continuous extension
procedure acquires added significance in
terms of automation of the Mooney-Rivlin
analysis. The availability of programmable
tensile testers gives the potential for mani-
pulating the extension history to provide C,
'constants' which agree as closely as possible
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TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF MOONEY-RIVLIN C, AND C2 CONSTANTS FROM
EXPERIMENTAL 10 DETERMINATIONS AND 'BEST FIT' 10 VALUES

(DATA FROM THE GREENSMITH EXTENSION APPARATUS USING 8 0 CM SAMPLES )

Mix Cure
time (mm)

CBS 1/20

CBS 1/30

CBS 1 '40

CBS 1 60

CBS 1 120

CBS 1 360

CBS 2, 20

CBS 2/45

CBS 2/75

CBS 2/120

CBS 2/240

CBS 3 '20

CBS 3/30

CBS 3 40

Range of A, '

aO 80 - 0 55
bO 80 - 0 50
C0 95 - 0 50

"0 80 - 0 55
bO 80 - 0 55
C0 95 - 0 55

aO 80 - 0 55
bO 80 - 0 55
C0 95 - 0 55

aO 80 - 0 50
bO 80 - 0 55
C0 95 - 0 55
aO 80 - 0 50
bO 80 - 0 50
C0 95 - 0 50

aO 80 - 0 50
bO 80 - 0 50
C0 95 - 0 50

aO 80 - 0 50
bO 80 - 0 50
C0 90 - 0 50d

"0 85 - 0 60
bO 80 - 0 55
C0 95 - 0 55
aO 80 - 0 60
bO 80 - 0 55
C0 95 - 0 55

"0 80 - 0 60
bO 80 - 0 55
C0 90 - 0 55d

aO 80 - 0 60
bO 80 - 0 55
C0 95 - 0 55

aO 75 - 0 40
bO 80 - 0 50
C0 95 - 0 50

"0 80 - 0 50
bO 80 - 0 50e
C0 95 - 0 50e

aO 75 - 0 50
bO 80 - 0 50
C0 95 - 0 50

c,
{MPa)

1 658
1 661
1 638

1 816
1 842
1 833

1 815
1 807
1787

1 521
1 594
1 585

1 363
1 374
1 369

1 109
1 114
1 108

2050
2055
2073

2089
2129
2124

2080
2089
2079

2060
2076
2080

1982
2014
1984

0697
0721
0718

1207
1238
1221

1 383
1 363
1 349

C2
(MPa)

1216
1 162
1214

1 226
1208
1 230

1 216
1215
1259

1207
1 199
1 220

1 187
1 168
1 184

1089
1069
1089

1010
1005
0968

1069
1041
1054

1059
1013
1033

1089
1039
1035

1040
1 016
1074

0636
0612
0622

0853
0801
0834

0824
0865
0901

Corr
coefficient

09997
09996

09998
09992

09998
09991

09998
09993

09999
09995

09998
09997

09996
09993

09998
09988

09998
09988

09992
09989

09998
09989

09994
09994

09999
09989

09995
09990

10 (cm)

7976
7999

7950
7964

7967
7984

7979
7994

7944
7959

7914
7934

7941
7939

7950
7959

7984
7994

7996
8004

7934
7949

7920
7939

7986
7999

7956
7979



TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF MOONEY-RIVLIN C, AND C, CONSTANTS FROM
EXPERIMENTAL 10 DETERMINATIONS AND 'BEST FIT' 10 VALUES.

(DATA FROM THE GREENSMITH EXTENSION APPARATUS USING 8.0 CM SAMPLES.) (CONTD)

Mix/Cure ! C,
time (min) Ran§e of *• (MPa)

1
CBS 3/60 "0.80-0.50 1.402

b0.80-0.50 1.404
C0.90-0.50d 1.399

CBS 3/120 a0.80-0.50 1.383
b0.80-0.50 1.405
C0.95 - 0.50 1.396

CBS 3/360 "0.80-0.50 1.354
b0.80-0.50f 1.351
C0.95-0.50f 1.351

aVisual fit of Mooney-Rivlin plot
Least squares fit using experimentally determined lo

cLeast squares fit using 'best fit" 1Q

3.0 -

o 2 5CS
0.
S
^
~~
&
<£
tN

uT 2.0

1.5

x Experimental lo

0 'Best fit' 1o

_
»

J?
CBS 1/40 *

x x
S

0
CBS 1/60 Y

 x _
\f a

e
~ CBS 1/1 20 x

 8

x

e
CBS 1/360 x

 B

x
Station 10

1
0.4 0.6

C2 Corr.
(MPa) coefficient lo tcm-'

0.898
0.893 0.9998 8.048
0.912 0.9995 8.069

1.109
0.935 0.9999 7.985
0.955 0.9994 7.999

1.059
0.912 0.9998 7.984
0.919 0.9994 7.999

V = 0.95 rejected
e?,"1 = 0.75 rejected
V = 0.55 rejected

Q

0
x x

0* x
* ° xJ? X

0

9 X

*
9 5 X
" X

9 ?

*
0

0 „
X

0
V

S8
9

Station 1
i i i l l

0.8 1.0

Figure 2. Mooney-Rivlin plots for the sample series CBS 1, from experimental la and 'best fit' lf
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with those obtained from the Greensmith
or simple suspended weight/cathetometer
procedures. There is a trivial use of a
programmable tester in which the sample
is extended rapidly in steps of A,"1 corre-
sponding to the steps of the Greensmith
apparatus and is allowed to relax for a fixed
time at each extension. This option will not
be discussed further. The remainder of this
paper will be concerned with the choice of
sample geometry, extension routines and
fitting procedures for continuous extension.

Sample Geometry for Automated Tensile
Measurement

Initial experiments with the automated
tensile tester used dumb-bell test-pieces with

3.4

3.2

PL,
3.0

< 2.8
r-t

2.6

a parallel-sided centre section and square
clamping tabs at each end. The test-piece
design nominally provides a parallel-sided
test section equivalent to the completely
parallel-sided test strip of the Greensmith
procedure with the potential for greater
clamping security. The tabs are designed to
be held by flat-faced grips in a forked holder
which supports the shoulders. Although
gross slippage of the sample from the grips
at high extension is avoided, there is
potential for deformation of the shoulders
during the test sequence. Figure 3 gives a
comparison of triplicate tests of a single
vulcanisate using these dumb-bell test-pieces
and completely parallel-sided test-pieces.
The sample were extended at 3 mm/min,

Parallel strip

0.4 0.6 1.0
1/X

Figure 3. Mooney-Rivlin plots for parallel-sided strip and square-tabbed dumb-bell samples tested
at a continuous extension rate of 3 mm/min and subjected to the 'best fit' routine for determination
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which gave a total test duration for each
sample equal to the standard test time on
the Greensmith machine. Initial length was
adjusted for optimum linearity in the range
0.95 > A,"1 >0.5 by the least squares proce-
dure developed for the Greensmith measure-
ments. Irregularities in the curves for the
dumb-bell test-pieces are readily apparent.
These irregularities were observed during the
testing of a number of different materials
using this test-piece geometry but were
never observed with completely parallel-
sided strips. We ascribe the irregularities to
distortion of the clamping tabs during
extension, to a much greater extent than
the distortions which occur in the clamps
with the parallel strips. All subsequent work
used completely parallel-sided strips.

Sample Extension Rates
Sample extension in the Greensmith

machine is in equal increments of K~l at a
constant time interval. The effective rate of
extension increases at each step. Under
standard conditions, ten intervals from
Ar1 = 0.95 to 0.5 are covered in a total time
of 30 min which, for a 100 mm test length,
represents an average rate of 3.33 mm/min.
The relation between the Greensmith
extension sequence and a continuous exten-
sion at an arbitrarily chosen constant rate of
3.0 mm/min is shown in Figure 4. An
approximation to the Greensmith sequence
can be obtained by programming the
tensile tester to cover the total extension
sequence in three equal stages of 33.3 mm
at increasing rates of 2.233 mm/min,
3.657 mm/min and 5.495 mm/min.

Tables 3 and 4 summarise Mooney-Rivlin
constants for two sets of unfilled natural
rubber vulcanisates measured by the Green-
smith procedure, by continuous extension at
3, 10 or 30 mm/min and by extension in
three increments of extension rate (compo-
site rate). The best fit procedure was used to
determine lo in all cases. All tests were in
duplicate. For each sample, the mean values
of Cp C2, the sum of C, and C2 and the
difference between the two results of a

pair expressed as a percentage of the mean
are reported for the Greensmith results.
Corresponding results from the tensile
tester are presented as the percentage
deviation of their mean from the mean of
the Greensmith results and their own
difference expressed as a percentage of their
mean. One of the materials (Sample 65/4)
showed an unusually large variation in the
constant C, for the two samples tested on the
Greensmith machine. A precision of ±2% is
normally expected. Given the existence of
this result, there are five out of a total of
thirty-two C, results from automated testing
which show less satisfactory reproducibility.
If the Greensmith result for Sample 65/4 is
regarded as incorrect, the reproducibility of
the automated test results is clearly less
satisfactory.

Within the limited range of comparisons
in Tables 3 and 4, there is a tendency for the
C, determined by automated testing to be
slightly lower than that obtained from the
Greensmith procedure, and for C2 to be
higher. The generality of this conclusion and
the existence of trends in the C, and C,
'constants' with changes in testing rate are
matters which require more extensive test-
ing. It is noteworthy from the present work
that the sum of the constants C, and C2
shows considerably greater reproducibility
than the individual constants and there is
also a clear trend for the sum to increase
with increasing testing rate, i.e. the apparent
moduli of the materials are higher at higher
test rates. This is consistent with reduced
relaxation in the faster test regimes. An
expected consequence of this behaviour is
that the composite extension rate gives
the best agreement with the Greensmith
procedure for the sum of C, and C2.

Within the limited range of extension
rates examined in the present study, the
value of C, (which is the parameter used
for evaluating crosslink densities) is not
markedly dependent on the extension rate.
More extensive measurements are needed to
examine the validity of this conclusion.
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Fitting Range
Careful examination of the Mooney-

Rivlin plots obtained after least squares
best fit evaluation of 10 showed a consistent
downward curvature in reduced stress
with increasing extension (Figure 5). The
curvature was apparent in the results for
3 mm/min, 10 mm/min and composite
extension routine and no systematic varia-

tion with extension routine was apparent.
Although the curvature was not large, it is
sufficient to cause variation in the constant
C, depending on which range of XT' is chosen
for the fitting procedure. Table 5 gives the
constants C, and C2 for Sample 64/2
obtained, in the first instance, by fitting
lo over the range 0.95 > X"1 > 0.5 and
then evaluating least squares slopes to

100

80

o 60

40

20

-—x-— Greensmith procedure

____ Continuous extension at 3 mm/min

„____ Composite extension sequence, three
equal stages of 2.233, 3.657 and
5.495 mm/min

12 18
Time (mm)

24 30

Figure 4. Comparison of extension history (100 mm sample length) for the Greensmith procedure,
continuous extension at 3 mmjmin and the composite extension sequence of three equal stages of
2.233, 3.657 and 5.495 mm/min.
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TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF GREENSMITH AND ALTOMATED TENSILE
MEASUREMENTS OF C, AND C2 FOR THE VULCANISATE SERIES 64/X

[The Greensmith results are presented as their means and (in brackets) their range as a percentage of
their means The automated results are presented as the differences of their means from the mean of

the Greensmith results and (in brackets) their own ranges as percentages of their means ]

C iCW*~2
(MPa)

c,

Sample

64/1

Greensmith
measurement

1 031 (1 9)
64 2 1 290 (0 2)
643

C2

c, + c2

64/4

64/1
642
64/3
64/4

64,1
64/2
64,3
644

1 556 (0 6)
1 779 (1 3)

1 131 (1 0)
1 214 (0 8)
1 243 (1 8)
1 287 (0 8)

2 168 {0 4)

3 mm mm

- 38(12)
- 0 8 (1 9)
- 7 3 ( 5 1 )
- 4 2 (0 3)

+ 9 5 (3 8)
+ 4 6 (0 2)
+ 137(81)
+ 7 3 ( 1 6 )

+ 29(16)
2505(03) + 1 9(1 1)
2 799 (12) + 2 0 (1 4)
3 067 (0 4) + 0 6 ( 0 5 )

Automated
10 mm/ mm

- 34(09)
1 4 (0 1)

- 26 (20 )
- 1 2 (0 1)

+ 124(08)
+ 7 1 (0 7)
+ 7 1 (3 7)
- 4 2 ( 0 7 )

+ 4 5 ( 0 1 )
+ 2 7 ( 0 3 )
+ 1 7 (0 7)
+ 1 1 (0 2}

extension r?te
30 mm mm

- 0 7 (0 1)
+ 1 8 (1 3}
- 39(57)

5 2 {7 1)

+ 12 8 (2 5)
+ 7 3 {4 4)
+ 12 8 (9 2)
+ 16 1 (7 9)

+ 6 1 (1 4)
+ 4 4 ( 1 5)
+ 35(15)
+ 3 7 (0 1)

Composite

21 (66)
- 27 (40)

83 (138 )
- 33 (27)

+ 50 (45)
- 50 (48)
+ 137 (20 1)
+ 44 (08)

+ 14 (07)
+ 10 (05)
+ 1 1 (31)
- 06 (12)

TABLE 4 COMPARISON OF GREENSMITH AND AUTOMATED TENSILE
MEASUREMENTS OF C, AND C2 FOR THE VULCANISATE SERIES 65 X

(Results are presented in the same form as for Table 3)

C,C2
(MPa)

c,

C:

C +Cv_] -r\^j

Sample

65 1
652
65 3
654

65 1
652
65 3
65/4

65/1
652
65 3
65/4

Greensmith
measurement

0913(1 2)
1 173 (1 3)
1 382 (0 8)
1 575 (5 2)

1 017 (0 2)
1 125 (08)
1 234 (0 2)
1 310(59)

1 931 (0 5)
2 298 (0 3)
2616(03)
2 884 (0 1)

3mm mm

-32(16)
- 2 0 (3 6)
- 1 6 (2 0)
- 2 7 ( 0 1 )

+ 7 1 (33)
+ 3 6 ( 5 3 )
+ 35(1 8)
•*• 5 0 (0 3)

+ 2 2 ( 1 1)
+ 07 (09)
+ 08 (0 1)
+ 08 (01)

Automated
10 mm mm

- 15(20)
- 2 3 (0 3)

3 8 (5 7)
0 9 (0 3)

+ 86 (1 8)
- 8 2 ( 1 0 )
+ 10 2 (8 2)
+ 4 1 (1 4)

+ 3 8 (0 1)
+ 2 8 (0 3)
+ 2 8 ( 1 4)
+ 1 4 (0 5)

extension rate
30 mm mm

- 2 8 (0 3)
- 0 5 (0 6)

2 3 (2 2}
4 0 (2 7)

+ 14 2 (0 5)
- 9 1 (0 2)
- 1 1 1 (2 8)
-120(27)

+ 6 1 (0 1)
+ 4 2 (0 4)
+ 40 (03 )
+ 33 (0 1)

Composite

- 0 3 (2 7)
- 0 1 (29
+ 1 4 (3 7)
+ 0 8 ( 3 3 )

+ 0 5 (2 6)
+ 0 3 ( 5 1 )

1 6 (6 2)
2 6 (5 9}

+ 0 1 (0 3)
40 1 (1 4)
- 0 1 ( 1 5 )
- 0 7 (0 8)

the resultant curve over
0 9 5 > X ' > 0 7 and 0 75 > X
existence of this curvature is

the ranges
1 > 0 5 The

completelj

masked in the Greensmith procedure for
obtaining the Mooney-Rivlm curve using an
experimentally determined 1
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2.6

2.4

ctfa.

2.2

2.0

1.8

a Best overall straight line
from the lo fit

b Best fit for the same 1 for
0.95 > V > 0.7

c Best fit for the same 1 for
0.75 >?.-'> 0.5

,.-:•* c
a'

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
I/I

Figure 5. Mooney-Rivlin plot for Sample 64/2 showing the best over all straight line from the
10 f i t , the best fit for the same 1 for 0.95 >V> 0.7 and the best fit for the same 1 for
0.75>'k-l>0.5.

TABLE 5 MOONEY-RIVLIN CONSTANTS
FOR SAMPLE 64/2 EXTENDED UNDER

THE COMPOSITE RATE ROUTINE.
(Slopes and intercepts determined

over different range of X~'.)

X1 Range

0.95-0.55
095 -0.70

0 75 - 0.55

C, (MPa)

1.281
1351

1 235

C, (MPa)

1.233
1.127
1.317

CONCLUSIONS

Mooney-Rivlin 'constants', C, and C2, can
be obtained from experimental stress-strain
data without separate determination of the
unstrained length between the sample grips.
Sample distortion at the grips results in a
progressive change in the effective initial
length as the sample is extended and,
although the distortion is small, the effect
is exaggerated by the high sensitivity of the
Mooney-Rivlin relationship to the value of
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the initial length at low extensions Using
the Greensmith experimental procedure,
optimisation of the linearity of the Mooney-
Rivhn plot by adjustment of the assigned
initial length gives 'constants', C, and C2,
which agree well with values using the
experimentally determined 10, with a
considerable improvement in the range of
X, ] for which there is acceptable linearity

Use of an lo fitting procedure allows the
determination of Mooney-Rivhn constants
from automated testing data, provided
completely parallel-sided sample strips are
used The C, value obtained in this way is
not strongly dependent on extension rate up
to 30%/mm (30 mm/mm for a 100 mm test
length) but is slightly lower than the
value obtained on the Greensmith machine
Within the range of test conditions reported
here, the C2 value tends to be higher from
an automated measurement, and shows
some tendency to increase with increasing
extension rate

Date of receipt October 1991
Date of acceptance July 1992
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